
 

 

 

 

 

Teams Telephony User Value 
Better user experience 

Call and receive all job-calls from mobile and landline numbers in Teams, just as you do when 
you call your Teams contacts. It works just as well with PC / Mac as on mobile. 
 

User presence 
If everyone in the company uses Teams for phone calls, the status of the user, and all 
colleagues, will always be updated. This avoids disturbing anyone who is busy. 
 

Easy calling from applications 
Call any number you see on the PC screen directly. Whether it is in email signatures, web 
pages, corporate CRM solution or elsewhere. If you can mark the number, you can call it. 
 

No need for training 
Employees are already doing Teams to Teams calls. Making and receiving phone calls is done 
in the same way and will therefore be a natural addition that requires little training. 
 

Teams Telephony Business Benefits 
Totally unified communication 

Companies often have a variety of solutions to meet user and company needs for 
collaboration and telephony. With Teams Telephony, everything can be converted into the 
one and same user experience. All it takes is extending existing Microsoft 365 licensing and 
connecting your telephony agreement with Routeams. 

 

Easy access (integrated SSO) 
When everything is gathered in Teams, users will only relate to one login, which provides 
easier administration, fewer support inquiries and easier troubleshooting. 
 

Company administration 
All users and telephony administration are handled in Microsoft 365 and you get to reuse 
distribution groups and departmental groups that are already in place for the organization. 
 

Use the existing Microsoft Reseller 
Many companies have built up a relationship of trust with their Microsoft Reseller over the 
years and will be able to use this relationship to including support for Teams Telephony, 
regardless of the telephony provider.  
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ROUTEAMS Facts 
Easy activation of Teams Telephony 

Routeams is an add on service for Microsoft Teams that makes it easy to dial all mobile and 
landline numbers and receiving calls in Teams. With our DialOut app, users can call from any 
number they see on the PC screen. 
 

Powered by Azure 
The Routeams cloud service is delivered globally from the same Azure datacenters as 
Microsoft provides Teams. In this way, calls are set up as quickly as possible with the best call 
quality, in one and the same redundant datacenter. 
 

Telephony vendor independent 
It is important for us that customers do not have to lock themselves to a telephony provider 
but can continue to evaluate them based on the best price and service. With Routeams, the 
Teams configuration do not change if you switch to a different telecom vendor. 
 

Cloud Service 
Routeams is built as a cloud service. All our customers have the same large-scale benefits in 
terms of redundancy, performance and scalability - no matter the number of employees. 

 

Microsoft Certified 
Routeams is a Global Microsoft Certified solution with redundancy at all levels. 

 

Telephony 
Telephony can be connected using our Routeams Certified Telephony providers or you can 
connect your preferred telephony provider. Connectivity options are via the Internet, VPN 
over the Internet or Microsoft Expressroute. 

 

 


